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Abstract. The long-wave downwelling spectral radiance
measurements performed by means of the Far-Infrared Ra-
diation Mobile Observation System (FIRMOS) spectrometer
at the summit of the Zugspitze (German Alps) in the win-
ter 2018/19 allowed the retrieval of the optical and micro-
physical properties of ice and mixed clouds, showing a good
agreement of the statistical relationship between the ice wa-
ter path and the ice optical depth with the ones from pre-
vious works. In this paper the optical depths retrieved from
FIRMOS are initially compared with selected cases calcu-
lated from backscattering light detection and ranging (lidar)
data by using a transmittance method. Then, in order to com-
pare the whole FIRMOS dataset, the power-law relationship
between backscattering and extinction is used to apply the
Klett method and automatize the routine. Minimizing the
root mean square differences, the exponent k of the power-
law relationship is assessed to be 0.85 with a variability in the
range of 0.60–1.10 for ice clouds and 0.50 with a variability
within 0.30–0.70 for mixed clouds.

1 Introduction

The assessment of cloud radiative properties, particularly of
cirrus and mixed clouds, is a paramount objective in improv-
ing the accuracy of general circulation models (GCMs) (Lu-
bin et al., 1998), and it represents an outstanding problem
for the remote sensing and radiative transfer communities.

To date, there is still a lack of measurements of long-wave
spectral properties of cirrus clouds, despite the fact that they
represent one of the key component of the Earth radiation
budget (ERB) (Cox et al., 2010; Kiehl and Trenberth, 1997).
As a consequence, the uncertainties in the parameterization
of their radiation properties are still large (Yang et al., 2015).

Clouds with temperature between 0 and −38 ◦C, where
particles can be either frozen or liquid, represent the so-called
mixed-phase clouds, and their degree of glaciation depicts
one of the largest uncertainties in climate prediction as stated
by Costa et al. (2017); there are in fact many gaps that still
remain in the experimental and theoretical description of this
type of cloud (Korolev et al., 2017). Within this temperature
regime, clouds can occur as liquid only (supercooled water)
as well as in the mixed phase, in which ice crystals coex-
ist with water droplets, and also as purely ice. Mixed-phase
clouds are very common in polar regions, both in the Arctic
(Turner, 2003) and Antarctica (Cossich et al., 2021), but they
can also be widely found at mid-latitudes, so much so that
Costa et al. (2017) show that out of 16 measurement flights of
the COALESC (Combined Observation of the Atmospheric
boundary Layer to study the Evolution of StratoCumulus)
campaign performed with aircraft at mid-latitudes, 14 obser-
vations provided the presence of clouds in the mixed-phase
regime.

Ice and mixed-phase clouds exert a very strong ef-
fect on the spectral radiance in the mid-infrared and far-
infrared (MIR and FIR) portion, between 100–1600 cm−1
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(6–100 µm), since they modulate the incoming solar radia-
tion in the short waves and the outgoing thermal emission
in the long waves coming from the ground and lower atmo-
sphere. For this reason, our knowledge about the cloud ra-
diative properties has to be improved starting by increasing
satellite, ground and in situ observations.

In September 2019 Far-infrared Outgoing Radiation Un-
derstanding and Monitoring (FORUM) was selected by the
European Space Agency (ESA) as the ninth Earth Ex-
plorer (EE-9), with the purpose of studying the FIR portion
of Earth’s top-of-atmosphere (TOA) emission spectrum, be-
low 667 cm−1 (wavelengths above 15 µm) (Palchetti et al.,
2020b). The FORUM measurement will cover the broad
band 100–1600 cm−1 with a spectral resolution of 0.5 cm−1

(full width at half maximum), opening the capability to im-
prove the knowledge of the FIR spectral properties of water
vapour and cirrus clouds, whose radiative effect depends on
their optical and micro-physical properties, such as the parti-
cle effective sizes and crystal habits.

During the so-called Phase A (feasibility study) of the
satellite development, the Far-Infrared Radiation Mobile Ob-
servation System (FIRMOS) project was started with the
aim of deploying a prototype of the FORUM spectrometer
to perform field spectral measurements of the atmospheric
downwelling long-wave radiation (DLR) with ground-based
observations. Spectral measurements of DLR, up to the
FIR region, are already successfully exploited to retrieve
cloud properties, in particular cirrus clouds, at mid-latitudes
(Palchetti et al., 2016; Maestri et al., 2014) and in polar re-
gions (Di Natale et al., 2017; Maesh et al., 2001; Turner,
2003; Garrett and Zhao, 2013; Rowe et al., 2019). DLR mea-
surements are, in general, very important since, while they
provide the complementary part of the TOA spectral radi-
ance, they also form a very useful basis to test the retrieval
algorithms for future satellite applications, such as FORUM.

In this paper, the cloud optical and micro-physical proper-
ties are simultaneously retrieved, together with the thermo-
dynamic phase (ice, water or mixed) using FIRMOS mea-
surements. The resulting optical depths are in accordance
with those obtained from selected measurements of a co-
located backscatter lidar. Finally, the relationship between
the retrieved optical depth and the ice water path is shown
and compared with the results presented in previous works.

FIRMOS and lidar observations and the data analysis
methodology are described in Sect. 2; the results are pre-
sented and discussed in Sect. 3, and the conclusions are
drawn in Sect. 4.

2 Observations and methodology

The FIRMOS spectrometer was deployed from Decem-
ber 2018 to February 2019 to perform systematic mea-
surements of the long-wave downwelling spectral radi-
ance emitted by the atmosphere (Palchetti et al., 2020b)

at the Alpine observatory on the summit of the Zugspitze
(47.421◦ N, 10.986◦ E) in the south of Germany, at
2962 m a.s.l. (Palchetti et al., 2021). The instrument acquires
spectra in the broad band between 100–1000 cm−1 with an
unapodized spectral resolution of 0.3 cm−1 every 8 min. A
backscatter stratospheric aerosol lidar operating in semi-
automatic mode at a wavelength of 532 nm was located at
the Environmental Research Station Schneefernerhaus on the
south slope of the mountain, 300 m below (2675 m a.s.l.) and
680 m southwest of the summit; it operated with a frequency
of one profile every 4–10 min with an integration time of
1 min and a vertical resolution of 7.5 m.

2.1 Spectral measurements and retrieval of cloud
parameters

The retrieval of atmospheric state and cloud parameters is
performed by exploiting the band between 200–1000 cm−1

(10–50 µm), which provides the most relevant information
about water vapour, temperature and cloud properties. The
atmospheric window between 820–980 cm−1 and the mi-
crowindows below 600 cm−1 provide a high signal com-
ing from the clouds; the band falling in the region 200–
600 cm−1 provides information about the water vapour pro-
file, and the CO2 band between 600–750 cm−1 gives us in-
formation about the atmospheric temperature. The Simulta-
neous Atmospheric and Clouds Retrieval (SACR) algorithm
(Di Natale et al., 2020b), which includes a forward and a
retrieval model based on the optimal estimation (OE) ap-
proach, is used to retrieve simultaneously the cloud optical
and micro-physical properties, such as the effective diameter
of the ice particles and water droplets and the optical depth
and the ice fraction, together with the atmospheric profiles
of water vapour and temperature. A similar analysis was al-
ready performed by Turner and Eloranta (2008) to retrieve
the optical depths of ice and water components in mixed-
phase clouds from the data collected during the Mixed-Phase
Arctic Cloud Experiment (M-PACE) at the Atmospheric Ra-
diation Measurement (ARM) North Slope of Alaska (NSA)
climate research facility in Barrow by using spectrally re-
solved infrared radiance observations from the Atmospheric
Emitted Radiance Interferometer (AERI) and ones from a
high-spectral-resolution lidar (HSRL).

The effective diameter (Dei) of the ice crystals is defined
following Yang et al. (2005):

Dei =
3
2

N∑
h=1

Lmax∫
Lmin

fh(L)Vh(L)n(L)dL

N∑
h=1

Lmax∫
Lmin

fh(L)Ah(L)n(L)dL

, (1)

where L is the maximum length of the ice crystals; n(L) is
the particle size distribution; Vh and Ah represent the particle
volume and the projected area, respectively; the subscript h
denotes the habit index and fh indicates the habit fraction de-
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fined such that
N∑
h=1

fh = 1 at each particle length L; and N is

the total number of habits. For water droplets, assuming the
spherical shape, the optical properties are derived from Mie
theory, and Eq. (1) reduces to the effective diameter Dew:

Dew = 2

rmax∫
rmin

R3n(R)dR

rmax∫
rmin

R2n(R)dR

, (2)

where R is the radius of the droplets. The particle size dis-
tribution is modelled with a gamma size distribution for both
ice and water as performed by Turner (2005).

The issue of the treatment of mixed-phase clouds is simpli-
fied by assuming that mixed-phase clouds are composed of a
uniform mixture of spherical water droplets and ice crystals,
which in turn are modelled as a mixture of different habits.
This assumption is made since no depolarization measure-
ments to discriminate the vertical distribution of thermody-
namic phase were available. However, in order to take into
account the multiple-scattering effect at different heights and
the layers’ inhomogeneity, the normalized raw lidar signal
is used to modulate the internal distribution of optical depth
(OD) within the cloud (Di Natale et al., 2020a). The differ-
ent behaviour of the ice and water refractive index below
1000 cm−1 (Turner, 2005) is exploited to discriminate the
solid and liquid component from the infrared spectrum.

The total ice fraction (γ ) is defined as the ratio between the
ice water path (IWP) and the total water path (TWP) (Yang
et al., 2003) as follows:

γ =
IWP
TWP

, (3)

where TWP is the sum of the ice and liquid component. γ is
fitted together with Dei, Dew and the optical depth at the vis-
ible wavelength (OD= ODice

+ODwat). This latter param-
eter is related to the optical depth in the FIR band at the
wavenumber ν (ODFIR,ν) by the equation

ODFIR,ν = OD
〈Qe〉FIR,ν

〈Qe〉
, (4)

where Qe is the extinction efficiency. These parameters, to-
gether with the absorption efficiency, the single-scattering
albedo, and the asymmetry factor for ice and water, are mixed
up in the radiative transfer solution as described in Yang et al.
(2003).

The instrument line shape (ILS) of the FIRMOS spectro-
radiometer is also fitted, in the same way with the REFIR-
PAD spectroradiometer operating in Antarctica at Dome C
(Palchetti et al., 2015; Bianchini et al., 2019), as a linear
combination of a sinc function, which generally contributes
with more than 90 %, and a sinc2 function, which allows us
to take into account the self-apodization due to the finite in-
ternal solid angle � of the instrument. The resulting ILS is
expressed as follows:

ILSν(�)= αν(�) · sinc
( ν

1ν

)
+ (1−αν(�)) · sinc2

( ν

21ν

)
, (5)

where 1ν is the spectral resolution (equal to 0.3 cm−1) and
ν represents the wavenumber. The α coefficient depends
on � as shown in Bianchini et al. (2019). � is also fitted
together with a frequency scale shift β, which takes into
account both the shift due to the finite aperture given by
ν
(
1− �

4π

)
(Davis et al., 2001) and the effect due to the insta-

bility of the reference laser, as follows (Palchetti et al., 2016):

ν′ = (1+β) · ν. (6)

On average values equal to 0.001 sr and 5× 10−5 are found
for � and β. The state vector used in the retrieval is then
given by

x = (Dei,Dew,γ,OD,U ,T ,�,β), (7)

where U and T represent the vectors of water vapour and
temperature profiles’ fitted levels. The levels are taken at
2.962 (corresponding to the ground), 3.3, 3.9, 4.4, 5 and 7 km
for water vapour and 2.962, 2.966, 3.2, 3.4, 3.7, 4.4 and 7 km
for temperature. This choice comes from sensitivity studies;
particularly the very first level of temperature is introduced in
order to take into account the strong variability just above the
instrument. The routine minimizes the cost function given by

χ2
= (y−F (x))T S−1

y (y−F (x))+ (x− xa)
T S−1

a (x− xa), (8)

where y, F and xa indicate the vectors of the measure-
ments and the forward model and the vector containing the
a priori parameters, respectively. Sy denotes the variance–
covariance matrices (VCMs) of the measurements and con-
tains the noise, which is considered uncorrelated and is given
by the sum of the square of the noise-equivalent-to-signal ra-
tio (NESR) and the calibration error. The Sa matrix repre-
sents the VCM of the a priori estimate xa, and it is composed
of the VCM a priori for clouds, atmospheric profiles and in-
strumental coefficients. The OE approach minimizes the cost
function in Eq. (8) through the iterative formula given by
(Rodgers, 2000)

xi+1 =xi +
[
KT
i S−1

y Ki + λiDi +S−1
a

]−1

[
KT
i S−1

y (y−F(xi))−S−1
a (xi − xa)

]
, (9)

where λi denotes the Levenberg–Marquardt damping factor
at the iteration i, Ki represents the Jacobian matrix of F and
Di is a diagonal matrix which is described in detail in Di Na-
tale et al. (2020b). The error in the retrieved parameters can
be calculated when the convergence is reached, when varia-
tions on χ2 are less than 1 ‰, through the formula (Rodgers,
2000)

Sx =
(

KT S−1
y K+S−1

a

)−1
. (10)
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The cloud top and bottom heights (CTH and CBH) are fixed
in the radiative transfer calculations and are inferred from
the lidar backscattering signal interpolated at the FIRMOS
acquisition times. The optical properties of cirrus clouds are
tabulated for different crystal habits in specific databases
(Yang et al., 2013). In this work a mixture of different habits
typical of mid-latitudes is used in Eq. (1), as discussed in
previous works (King et al., 2004). According to this, for
ice crystal lengths lower than 70 µm the habit distribution
is composed of 50 % bullet rosettes, 25 % plates and 25 %
hollow columns, while for crystal lengths greater than 70 µm
the habit distribution is given by 30 % aggregates, 30 % bullet
rosettes, 20 % plates and 20 % hollow columns.

As an example of the retrieval, Fig. 1 shows a comparison
of a FIRMOS spectrum (black) detected during the passage
of a cirrus cloud at 7.5 km of altitude on 6 February 2019
and the simulated spectrum (red). The fit procedure is initial-
ized with the CBH and CTH derived from the lidar range-
corrected signal (RCS) detected by the backscatter lidar (in
black in the left panel of Fig. 2) and the a priori profiles (in
red in the central and right panels of Fig. 2) of water vapour
and temperature provided by the National Centers for Envi-
ronmental Prediction (NCEP), with error bars assumed equal
to 50 % and 0.1 %, respectively, and assuming correlation
lengths equal to 2 km. Regarding the clouds, first guesses and
a priori values are taken from previous studies with the error
equal to 100 % in order to avoid over-constraining of the re-
trieval procedure. Anyway, in the case that the cloud bottom
temperature goes down below−35 ◦C, γ is automatically set
to 0.95 with a stringent a priori error of 0.05, since at this
temperature the coexistence of liquid water is very unlikely.
The reduced χ2 turns out to be 1.18, and an effective diame-
ter of (28.9± 4.5) µm and ice OD equal to (0.42± 0.04) are
provided. A comparison of the radiance differences (green)
is also reported in the lower panel of Fig. 1 together with the
instrumental noise (black). In Fig. 2 the retrieved profiles (in
blue) with the bars of the retrieval errors given by Eq. (10)
are also reported.

From all FIRMOS measurements a dataset of 245 spectra
between 22 January and 7 February 2019 is selected within
the time range of the acquired lidar measurements. From the
analysis of these spectra 174 were ice clouds (γ ≥ 0.8) and
71 mixed clouds (0.2< γ < 0.8) (Turner, 2003). We also re-
quired the condition that in the case of γ < 0.2, the constraint
|γ−0.2|<1γ , with1γ retrieval error, must be met in order
to avoid any misclassification. All retrievals converge with a
reduced χ2 lower than 2, confirming the good quality of the
retrieval. In Fig. 3 the scatter plots of OD versus the IWP and
liquid water path (LWP) (left panels), the effective diameters
of ice crystals and water droplets (central panels), and the ice
fraction and the cloud temperature (right panel) are reported
for ice (black) and mixed (green) clouds. The IWP is derived
from the retrieved parameters by using the following equa-
tion (Yang et al., 2005):

Figure 1. (a) The comparison of the FIRMOS measurement (black)
in the presence of a cirrus cloud at 7.5 km on 6 February 2019 at
13:27 UTC with the simulated spectrum (red) at the last fit iteration.
(b) The differences (green) between the measurement and simula-
tion in comparison with the instrumental uncertainty (black).

Figure 2. (a) The lidar range-corrected signal (RCS) as a function
of the height above the ground corresponding to the measurement
of Fig. 1. (b, c) The NCEP profiles (red curves) of the water vapour
volume mixing ratio (vmr) and temperature together with the ones
retrieved from FIRMOS data (blue curves).

ODice
FIR,ν =

3 · IWP
Deiρi

〈Qei〉FIR,ν

2
, (11)

which comes from Eq. (4) for the ice-only case, where
Qe can be considered constant and equal to 2 at visible
wavelengths because of the large size parameter (πDe

λ
), ρi =

917 kg m−3 is the density of the pure ice, and ODice
FIR is

referred to the ice component. From the comparison with
Eq. (4), the ODice at visible wavelengths depends on the IWP
and Dei. The LWP can be derived since Eq. (11) is also valid
for the water case by replacing the parameters for ice with
the analogue ones for water and using ρw = 1000 kg m−3.
The retrieved ODs are found ranging between 0.01 and 1 for
ice clouds and mostly between 0.1 and 10 for mixed clouds.
The effective diameters mostly range between 10 and 40 µm
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Figure 3. (a, d) The scatter plot of OD vs. the ice water path (IWP)
and liquid water path (LWP) for ice (black) and mixed (green)
clouds. The solid brown, orange and magenta lines represent the
power-law fit obtained in this work and in the previous works of
Heymsfield et al. (2003) and Wang and Sassen (2002), denoted as
HEYM and WS, respectively. (b, e) The OD vs. effective diameters
of ice crystals (Dei) and water droplets (Dew). (c, f) The same scat-
ter plot of OD vs. the ice fraction (γ ) and cloud temperature (Tcld).

for ice particles and between 2 and 10 µm for water droplets.
The average values of ODice, ODwat, Dei and Dew are found
to be equal to 0.13, 0.77, 19 and 6.7 µm, respectively. The
cloud temperature is found to be lower than 240 K for ice
clouds and mostly in the range below 220 K, correspond-
ing to cirrus clouds above 8 km of height. The mixed clouds
are warmer with temperature above 240 K, and they occur at
lower heights, below 6 km.

Following previous works (Heymsfield et al., 2003), a
power law in the form OD= a · IWPb is used to fit the re-
trieved data of the IWP and OD for ice clouds. From FIR-
MOS measurements the fit result provides the coefficients
a = (0.173±0.005) and b = (0.748±0.028). The fitted curve
is reported in Fig. 3 (in brown). This is close to those found
in other works (Heymsfield et al., 2003) (in orange) and,
particularly, is in very good agreement with those found by
Wang and Sassen (2002) (in magenta) for mid-latitude cirrus
clouds.

2.2 Lidar OD measurements and comparison with the
retrieved values from FIRMOS

The optical depths of thin cirrus clouds are retrieved from
backscatter profiles of the Zugspitze aerosol lidar by us-
ing the transmittance method introduced by previous works
(Young, 1995; Chen et al., 2002; Giannakaki et al., 2007).
This instrument (Höveler et al., 2016) transmits laser pulses
at 10 W and 100 Hz, and it is commonly used for mea-
surements of the stratospheric aerosol load within NDACC

(Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition
Change). The cirrus OD is directly retrieved from the weak-
ening of the lidar return P by the cirrus itself. This is prin-
cipally performed by, firstly, linearizing of the lidar logarith-
mic range-corrected signal (LRCS) S = ln(P z2); detecting
the bottom and top of the cirrus layer; defining two altitude
intervals close to the cirrus with pure Rayleigh backscatter,
one below the cirrus and one above (typically 1 km); and cal-
culating a best-fit line by least squares for the lidar signal
in the two intervals. Finally, the OD is given by half of the
difference between the two fit lines at the upper edge of the
cirrus since the light detected by the lidar passes the cirrus
twice. This method is suitable for cirrus layers which are op-
tically thin (OD< 1) and which exhibit a significant extinc-
tion with respect to a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio of the
lidar signal. At typical altitudes for cirrus in the winter season
(8–10 km) this means an OD larger than roughly 0.01. Other
further preconditions are sufficiently low aerosol or cloud in-
terference and a fairly stable temperature gradient in the two
intervals where the fit lines are calculated. Under appropriate
conditions, directly determining the transmittance from the
lidar signal weakening avoids the use of uncertain a priori
knowledge. Particularly, as already mentioned, ice crystals
of cirrus clouds exhibit a large variety of shapes and, thus,
a large range of ratios between backscatter and extinction.
As an example, in the upper panel of Fig. 4 a comparison is
shown of the ODs retrieved from the lidar data through the
transmittance method (black) and those retrieved from FIR-
MOS data with SACR (red) obtained on 6 February 2019 by
using the mentioned mixture of ice crystal habits typical of
mid-latitudes. The results are in good agreement except for a
few cases. These differences are motivated by the fact that the
two instruments were not exactly co-located, but instead the
lidar was measuring at a horizontal distance of 600 m from
the FIRMOS spectrometer and 300 m lower. Moreover, the
lidar has beam divergence much smaller than the FIRMOS
field of view, which is equal to 22.4 mrad. This means that the
FIRMOS signal comes from a wide portion of the observed
source. This effect means that the horizontal inhomogeneity
of the cloud does not contribute to the lidar signal unlike the
spectrometer. In order to check whether the habit choice af-
fects the OD retrieval, in the lower panel of Fig. 4 a compar-
ison of the ODs retrieved from FIRMOS by assuming differ-
ent pristine habits, namely aggregates, bullet rosettes, hollow
columns and plates, is also plotted in addition to those ob-
tained by assuming the mid-latitude mixture (in black). The
lower panel of Fig. 4 shows that the differences between the
retrieved ODs are within the error bars so it can be stated
that the retrieval from FIRMOS measurements provides the
cloud optical depth regardless of the habit choice used for the
retrieval.

The transmittance method approach to retrieve the ODs
from lidar measurements takes a long time if the analysis
must be performed over a large dataset, since it cannot be
automatized, and it is not suitable for retrieving OD> 1. For
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Figure 4. (a) Comparison of the ODs retrieved from FIRMOS data
(in red) on 6 February 2019 and those obtained through the trans-
mittance method (in black). (b) The retrieved ODs from FIRMOS
by assuming the mixture (black) and different ice crystals habits
(red, green, blue and yellow).

this reason the applicability of the Klett method, which can
be automatized and, thus, more suitable to analysing large
datasets, is also investigated.

2.3 OD retrieval by using the Klett method

The retrieval of the OD can be performed by using the Klett
inversion method (Klett, 1981, 1985) from the lidar backscat-
tering signal P as a function of the altitude z. Since only one
lidar equation and two unknowns, the backscatter (β) and the
extinction (σ ), are involved in this problem, the relationship
that binds them has to be assumed. A common solution is to
assume a power-law relationship with exponent k as follows:

β(z)= C · σ(z)k, (12)

with C constant and k depending on the laser frequency, the
aerosol composition and the inhomogeneity of the layers,
particularly the variability in the aerosol size distribution,
the particles’ shape and the mixing with the air, and it also
contains the multiple-scattering effect implicitly (Del Guasta
et al., 1993; Elouragini, 1995). The coefficient k generally
ranges in the interval of 0.67–1.00 (Klett, 1981; Elouragini,
1995), but it can also assume higher and lower values (Taka-
mura and Sasano, 1987; Klett, 1985). Solving the lidar equa-
tion by using Eq. (12), the cloud extinction profile (σc(z)) is
calculated as a function of the height z as follows:

σc(z)=
exp

[
S(z)−Sr

k

]
σ−1

r +
2
k

zr∫
z

exp
[
S(z′)−Sr

k

]
dz′
− σm(z), (13)

where S(z)= ln(P (z)z2) represents the LRCS; σm(z) is the
molecular extinction derived from the atmospheric profiles;
Sr and σr denote the LRCS and the extinction at a refer-
ence height zr fixed at 500 m above the CTH, respectively,
in which the backscattering contribution is totally due to the
molecules. From the extinction the optical depth is obtained
as the integral over the cloud thickness:

OD=

CTH∫
CBH

σc(z)dz. (14)

3 Results and discussion

The assumption of Eq. (12) implies that the power-law expo-
nent k must be known; otherwise it must be fitted. As already
mentioned, this parameter depends on the optical properties
of aerosols in the air (Chan, 2010), which in turn are related
to the thermodynamic phase and the shape of the particles.
Accurate knowledge of the particle shape can only be as-
sumed for the liquid phase, in which case the particles are
described in term of spheres; otherwise a complex mixture
of different crystal habits must be considered. Anyway, as
already shown, the retrieved OD from these measurements
does not strongly depend on the habit distribution. For this
reason, a possible estimate of k can be obtained by com-
paring the ODs derived from the lidar data (named ODlidar)
by using Eq. (13) and those retrieved from FIRMOS spectra
(named ODFIRMOS). This can be carried out since the ap-
plicability of the Klett method allows us to automatize the
calculation of ODlidar and to exploit the whole dataset. The
best value of k is chosen by taking the minimum of the root
mean square (rms) of the differences between FIRMOS and
lidar ODs as in previous works (Chan, 2010). Some cases
in which the lidar signal variations do not correspond to a
proportional variation in the FIRMOS spectra were excluded
from the comparison, since this indicates that the scenario
observed by the two instruments is totally different because
of the non-perfect co-location.

Figure 5 shows the variation of the rms as a function of k.
As k depends on the cloud homogeneity, it is not constant for
all scenarios. Thus, it is reasonable to provide a value at the
minimum of the rms and a range of variability. The minimum
of the rms corresponds to k being equal to 0.85 for ice clouds,
which is in accordance with the theoretical range of 0.67–
1.00, and to 0.50 for mixed clouds. The correlation index at
the minimum turns out to be 0.67 and 0.78 for ice and mixed
clouds, respectively, as reported in Fig. 5. The range of vari-
ability of the k parameter is estimated as shown in Fig. 6
by using the extreme values corresponding to the blue and
green curves that include most of the scenarios. In the case
of ice clouds, the range of variability is 0.60≤ k ≤ 1.10, as
deducible from the upper panel of Fig. 6. For mixed clouds
the range of variability is 0.30≤ k ≤ 0.70, as shown in the
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Figure 5. Plots of the curves of the root mean square (rms) differ-
ences between the optical depths retrieved from FIRMOS and the
lidar as a function of the power-law exponent k for the ice (black)
and mixed (green) clouds. r2 denotes the correlation index.

Figure 6. (a, b) The comparison of ice and mixed-cloud ODs re-
trieved from FIRMOS (black dots) with those obtained with the
Klett approach from lidar measurements. The red lines indicate the
retrieved OD by using the k of the best fit, while the green and the
blue lines show the variability. The dashed orange lines show the
result for k = 1 which is the typical value assumed in other studies.

lower panel of the same figure. The differences in the ice
cloud scenarios below number 10 and between 139 and 150
(upper panel) are probably due to an inhomogeneity in the
cloudy scene observed by FIRMOS and the lidar, such as
the presence of occasional and scattered cirrus clouds during
these measurements. The high OD values (up to 6) of mixed
clouds in the first two scenarios (lower panel) are not repro-
ducible with the Klett approach, since in this case the high
liquid water optical depths likely fully attenuate the lidar sig-
nal.

The scatter plot of ODlidar versus ODFIRMOS is reported in
Fig. 7 for different values of k and for all the types of cloud.
The scatter plot obtained for the k values minimizing the rms
is shown in the central panel. The upper and lower panels

Figure 7. (b) The scatter plot between the optical depths retrieved
from FIRMOS and the backscattering lidar for k equal to the value
at the minimum as plotted in Fig. 5. (a, c) The same comparison
for values of k larger and lower than the minimum, respectively.
The black and green colours indicate the ice and mixed clouds as
reported in Figs. 3 and 5.

show the scatter plots for values of k lower and greater than
the minimum, respectively, corresponding to the estimated
variability. Once the k value is estimated, this approach al-
lows us to rapidly calculate the ODs and the corresponding
variability by applying the Klett method to the lidar measure-
ments, using a simple algorithm.

4 Conclusions

In this work the spectral DLR measurements performed
by means of the Far-Infrared Radiation Mobile Observa-
tion System (FIRMOS) spectrometer installed in the win-
ter 2018/19 (between December 2018 and February 2019) at
the Alpine observatory on the summit of the Zugspitze (Ger-
many) were used to determine the power-law exponent k of
the extinction–backscatter relationship (Eq. 12) for ice and
mixed-phase clouds. The SACR routine, based on an opti-
mal estimation approach, was used with FIRMOS spectral
radiances to calculate cloud optical and micro-physical prop-
erties, such as the effective diameters of ice crystals and wa-
ter droplets and the optical depth, together with the ice frac-
tion and the atmospheric profiles. The different behaviour
of the ice and water refractive index below 1000 cm−1 was
exploited to retrieve the ice fraction by modelling cloud as
an homogenous mixture of ice crystals and water droplets,
since measurements of depolarization were not available.
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The single-scattering properties of ice crystals were taken
from specific databases provided by Yang et al. (2013), and
the average values are obtained by assuming a mixture of
habits typical of mid-latitudes. A statistical parameterization
between the IWP and the OD in the form OD= a ·IWPb was
used to fit data, and coefficients a and b were found to be in
accordance with those derived from previous works.

The simultaneous availability of a backscatter lidar, co-
located near the Zugspitze summit, allows us to constrain
the cloud geometrical properties for simulating the radiative
transfer in the presence of clouds. The backscattering signal
was used to modulate the cloud vertical distribution of the
optical depth and take into account the multiple-scattering
effect of the different layers. These data also allowed us to
validate the retrieved optical depth from FIRMOS spectra
with those obtained from lidar data by applying a transmit-
tance method. Since a power law between the backscatter
and the extinction coefficients is commonly assumed to in-
vert the lidar equation, the procedure to estimate the best val-
ues of the exponent k of this relationship is presented and
discussed. This approach mainly consists in the minimization
of the root mean square (rms) differences between the ODs
retrieved from FIRMOS spectra and those obtained from li-
dar measurements by using the Klett method. In such a way,
it was found that for cirrus clouds k varies in the interval
of 0.60–1.10, providing a variability of 0.25 with respect to
the best value at the minimum of the rms differences equal
to 0.85, while for mixed clouds k varies in the range 0.30–
0.70, with a variability of 0.20 with respect to the best value
equal to 0.50. The assessment of k represents useful informa-
tion for the application of the Klett method to lidar measure-
ments. This approach opens the possibility of retrieving the
cloud ODs from large datasets of lidar measurements, which
can be used to determine the climatology of this parameter.
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